Medical prognosis has played an increasing role in health care. patient or group of patients. Prognostic information can 
have an ominous prognosis may opt for aggressive new therapies; physician's decisions about transferring patients into and out of intensive care units (ICUs) may be determined, among other things, by each individual's probability of survival.
INTRODUCTION TO MEDICAL PROGNOSIS
A common misconception is that medical prognosis relates exclusively to the prediction of patterns of disease progression in the absence of treatment. It is currently We define medical prognosis as an estimate of cure, almost impossible to obtain such data, since in most cases complication, recurrence of disease, level of function, patients will receive some form of therapy. Therefore, patlength of stay in health care facilities, or survival for a terns of disease progression are often reported and predicted in relation to what is considered the "standard" "standard" therapy, data for prognostic studies are very 2. MODELING TIME UNTIL AN EVENT USING EXISTING DATA difficult to collect, and the most reliable collections come from randomized clinical trials, usually performed in multiple academic medical centers.
Prognostic tasks can be divided into ones that (1) involve The increasing availability of computers in private pracprediction for a single point in time and (2) involve timetices, clinics, and hospitals, the collection of structured related predictions. Included in the first category are progdata in electronic format, and the recent development of nostic tasks such as estimation of outcomes in a single time machine learning models that can be built to recognize point within fixed time limits (e.g., survival in 5 years, certain patterns of disease progression make it possible (at extensively used in the oncology literature) or outcomes least in theory) to construct specific prognostic systems within variable (but usually well defined) time periods (e.g., that take into account not only general information about survival in the intensive care unit of a hospital). Included a patient's diagnosis, but also patient-specific information, in the second category are prognostic tasks that predict prognoses at several points in time, for example, the probability such as demographics, past medical history, current treatof coronary disease development during the life of an indiments, clinic-related information, such as personnel skills vidual. Outcomes that are modeled in prognostic tasks can and available facilities, and, more recently, gene expression be either discrete (e.g., death) or continuous (e.g., survival, levels at the tissue level. Systems built with this specific length of stay in the intensive care unit). As we will review information may have higher chances to be accurate for a in this article, the choice of model is dependent on both the particular patient. The future routine use of such systems specification of the prognostic task and the nature of the has the potential to improve medical care substantially.
outcome. Before we discuss these items, however, it is necesAmong a myriad of techniques that can be used to model sary to introduce some basic concepts in modeling timeprognoses, there is a subset that uses information from oriented data. For clarity, we distinguish two ways to model data to "learn" models that should be generalizable to new time until an event: modeling outcomes in a single interval cases. Those that fall under the umbrella term "survival of time (e.g., death within 1 year, development of disease analysis" are particularly important given their popularity within 10 years) or in multiple dependent intervals (e.g., in the medical domain. For example, several models have yearly survival estimates covering a period of 10 years). In been built to classify patients into prognostic categories:
the former case, we can construct single-point models and, the APACHE [2] scores for estimating the probability of in the latter, we construct multiple-point models. death in ICUs, and the Framingham risk models [3] for estimating the risks of developing heart disease are based 2.1. Modeling a Single Point versus Multiple on logistic regression models. Formal testing of these progInterdependent Points in Time nostic tools and comparison with other models have been performed by several authors in specific populations. Other Single-point prognostic models are aimed at producing an estimate of the probability for the occurrence of the event types of survival analysis techniques have been used for of interest before a certain time (e.g., 50% probability of analogous purposes, and will be the object of this review.
survival in 10 years) or an estimate of time elapsed until It is important to note that other types of score models the event of interest (e.g., 120 days until death). A single have been used to model medical prognosis, such as the estimate is produced by these models. Glasgow scores for coma, and the various staging systems
There are several problems with single-point estimation. for cancer: these are different from all the survival analysis A single-point estimate for a certain time limit may be mismethods covered in this article, in that they are constructed leading if its interpretation is extended for longer terms. manually and then correlated with experimental prognostic Two different patients may have a 10-year survival estimate data (unlike the survival analysis techniques, which are of 50%, but the disease in one of them may progress much learned from the data directly). There is another class of slower than the other after that time (Fig. 1) . If a singletechniques that are built like these scores (i.e., by manually point model is used, care should be taken in order not to modeling understanding of disease processes, physiology, improperly extrapolate its estimates to longer intervals. or clinical knowledge, and then validating the performance For example, an isolated single-point estimate of survival of the model using experimental data) that are beyond the may be useful for certain purposes, but provides no information on whether disease development seems to be fast or scope of the paper.
The hazard function is defined as the probability that an individual will die at a certain time, conditioned on his survival up to that time, and denotes the instantaneous death rate [4] . It can be derived from the survival function and it can be represented as ods of survival analysis require specification of a probability therefore vary significantly. Simple aggregation also does density function for estimating these functions. All these not take into account the dependencies in time-oriented data.
methods have been used more frequently to explain the For example, a model that predicts 50% chance of survival progression of the disease for known cases than to predict in 5 years and 60% chance of survival in 10 years is survival for new cases. This distinction is important because clearly inadequate. models that explain the progression of disease in a specific Multiple-point models are aimed at modeling survival for "training set" may not be generalizable to previously unseen a prolonged period of time, such that a meaningful survival "test sets." curve can be generated. In multiple-point models, outcome For predicting survival for new cases, logistic regression estimates for each time point should take into account the and neural networks have been more commonly applied. estimates for other time points, such that non-monotonic survival curves are avoided as much as possible. These models generally produce better survival curves than those 2.2. Censoring produced by aggregation of single-point estimates because many times they have the assumption of outcome depenSurvival analysis is confronted with several sources of dency "built in." In these methods, estimates of the survival difficulties. One of them is the possibility that some individuand/or the hazards functions are produced. The survivor als may not be observed for the full time since the beginning function is defined as the probability that an individual surof the disease up to the event being studied [7] . This type vives at least up to a certain time t, and it is a nonincreasing of missing data is called censored data and is exemplified function that, by definition, takes the value one at time zero in Fig. 2 . Censored data may represent cases that were studand the value zero at infinity. It is defined as ied for the duration of the study, and whose survival was at least as long as the study, but whose final event time is
unknown. This is called Type I censoring. Censored data may also represent the cases that were lost to follow-up 2 The term survival curve is frequently not utilized in prognosis, and after a certain time. For example, a patient may have been is usually reserved for use in retrospective characterization of certain followed and is still alive after 5 years, but is then lost to populations. What we mean by survival curve in a prognostic context a data collection system. His data will be useful to construct is a monotonic function that represents one minus the probability of models that predict survival in 5 years, but not useful for event occurrence over time for an individual or collection of individuals.
models that predict survival beyond that. This is called Type
This prognostic curve can be interpreted as a "prospective survival curve."
conditioned on his or her survival at time (t Ϫ 1). The survivor function for actuarial life tables and product-limit estimators is
where d j is the number of deaths in interval j, n j is the number of individuals at risk, and the product is for all intervals from 1 to j [4]. In the actuarial method, n j is the average number of individuals at risk; in the Kaplan-Meier method, n j is the actual number of individuals at risk. Actuar-
FIG. 2. Types of censoring.
ial life tables and product-limit estimators differ in the way that time intervals j are built. The former model predefines intervals of equal duration and groups deaths in those intervals. The latter model builds one interval for each death, Data in a study may be censored by a combination of and therefore does not cause loss of information. An example Type I and Type II censored observations, in which case the of a Kaplan-Meier survival curve is shown in Fig. 3 . Both data are said to contain Type III censoring. Data that fit models can handle censored data. either Type I or II are called singly censored data, and data Life tables and product-limit estimators are good for dethat fit Type III are called progressively censored data. These scribing survival of a group of individuals. Actuarial life three types of censoring are examples of right censoring. It tables and product-limit estimators produce survivor estialso may be unclear when the patients acquired the disease mates for different strata and require arbitrary discretization (e.g., date of infection). Data from these patients is considof continuous variables (i.e., we can compare patients over ered left censored. Both right and left censoring can have a 45 with those under 45 years of age, but this method cannot profound effect on the usability of the data.
model the whole range of ages). Information regarding coUsing censored data is an important feature of a survival variates not used for stratification is therefore not taken into analysis method. Even though data are incomplete, they account. Survival curves can therefore be built for a group contain a certain amount of information. Given the difficultof patients who share a given characteristic with respect to ies of obtaining and collecting information on a significant a particular variable. Comparison of two different survival number of patients, it is evident that the amount of informacurves produced for two strata is carried out using log-rank tion lost should be minimal. Discarding censored cases from
[9], the Mantel-Haenszel method [10], or Breslow tests survival analysis studies should be avoided whenever possi- [11] . Although comparisons with more than one variable ble. Single-point models can use censored data, provided are possible (e.g., age and gender), the number of patients in that there is complete information for the time period being each resulting group must not fall below a certain minimum, considered (i.e., it would be acceptable to use data are right otherwise a reliable survival curve cannot be created. These censored after 6 years when predictions for a 5-year time point are being modeled, or data that are left censored provided that the case had at least 5 years of follow-up).
LIFE TABLES AND PRODUCT-LIMIT ESTIMATORS
Actuarial life tables and product-limit estimators of survivor functions (also known as Kaplan-Meier survival curves) are simple nonparametric models that help researchers to summarize survival data. Both types of models involve the assumption that the survival of an individual at time t is models are good for data visualization and making comparisons based on one of two variables, but they are not appropriate for multivariate analysis.
REGRESSION MODELS

Cox Proportional Hazards
The Cox model is a multivariate semiparametric regres- and involves the assumptions that there is a simplifying transformation of the initial data and that the hazards for the different groups are proportional. 3 The model assumes that any baseline hazard and hazards for individuals with into account the variables in x i and the estimated parameter certain variable values are multiples of that baseline, as in ␤, a baseline hazard must be estimated. This estimation represents no trivial task and the choice of the wrong baseline hazard can change the results of the predictions dramatically.
The baseline hazard can be derived from survivor functions, calculated empirically such as the ones in actuarial lifewhere h i (t) is the hazard for individual i at time t, h 0 (t) is tables or product-limit estimators, or parametric models. If the baseline hazard at t, x is the vector of explanatory varithe latter are used, the model loses the property of being ables, and ␤ is the vector of coefficients for each variable.
semiparametric. If a Weibull model is assumed, the baseline Figure 4 shows survival curves derived from a Cox proporis characterized as tional hazards model. Note that in the Cox model the survival curves may not cross. For problems in which the assumption h 0 (t) ϭ ␥ (t) ␥Ϫ1 , of hazard proportionality does not hold (such as the one illustrated in Fig. 1) , models of survival that allow nonprowhere ␥ and are the shape and scale parameters, respecportional hazards are needed.
tively. The main advantage of the Cox model over parametric
Other parametric models, such as the exponential, can models is that the baseline hazard does not need to be known also be used for this purpose. in order to calculate the parameter ␤ (and therefore to deter-
The Cox proportional hazards model is a multiple-point mine the importance of each covariate) assuming that the model, as estimates of survival for a particular patient are proportionality assumption holds true. Furthermore, it can conditionaly calculated relative to a baseline hazard. related to the application of the model to known data, and The Cox model is not commonly used to perform prognonot the prediction of survival for unknown data. The Cox sis on new cases, but rather to characterize disease progresproportional hazard model can handle censored data. sion on existing cases, by revealing the importance of covariates. This model is therefore extremely popular. Howevever, in order to make predictions of survival for new cases, taking
Logistic Regression Models
Logistic regression is the most used supervised algorithm 3 Although some methods to test the validity of a model's assumptions have been proposed [12], they are seldom used in practice.
for binary classification in medicine [10] . A multiple logistic regression model (in which the variables are represented as Other regression models have been constructed for continuous outcomes. For example, linear regression was used to a vector X of n variables x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) can be written as model survival days, length of stay in hospital, costs in a rehabilitation facility [31] , and volume of hemorrhagic blood
loss under certain surgical conditions [32] . Quadratic discriminant analysis was used to predict success of weaning The intercept is a constant, ␤ is the vector of coefficients for the variable vector X, and p represents the estimated patients from ventilators [33] . Regression trees were used to model survival and presence of complications after coronary probability that a particular case belongs to the category assigned as "1" in the gold standard. The equation can be intervention procedures [34] .
With the notable exception of the APACHE model, it rearranged to is not common to encounter rigorous evaluations of the predictive performance of these models in previously unseen
cases. A great advantage of using dichotomous logistic regression models is that it is easy to use them to predict the Simple logistic regression models produce estimates of probabilities of a certain dichotomous outcome, 4 given specific outcome in new cases and they are easily found in any offthe-shelf statistical package. values for the independent variables. These are single-point models and can therefore handle censored data. In survival analysis, the model has been used to estimate the probability of survival at each time point taking into account the vari-5. NEURAL NETWORKS ables x i . As other single-point models, there is no guarantee that the probabilities produced for different points are consistent with each other.
Neural networks constitute good alternatives for the preIn the pooled logistic regression model, data obtained dictive methods discussed above. Neural networks are comfrom one individual may be used more than once as inputs putational models that may be used in the same tasks as to the logistic regression. For example, if data from a patient linear or quadratic regression models, logistic regression, or were collected at intervals I 1 , I 2 , and I 3 , the researcher may
Cox proportional hazards models. use the three different records as inputs to the logistic regresFeed-forward neural networks can be seen as analogous sion models. This model is used in some of the Framingham to regression models, in which covariates are called "inputs," risk models.
coefficients are called "weights," and the outcome variable The APACHE score [20] for determination of disease is called "output" or "target." In graphical representations severity based on prognostic survival is a good example of such as the one in Fig. 5 , the inputs and outputs are reprea logistic regression model that has been translated into sented by circles, and the weights are represented by the routine care. It takes into account several patient parameters connecting lines. Note that there may exist a layer of intermeto determine the probability or survival in the ICU. There diate circles, which are called "hidden nodes." This hidden are several examples in the literature of logistic regression layer allows neural networks to model nonlinear relationmodels used for prognosis. Some models deal with prognosis ships between inputs and outputs, and can be thought to during hospitalization or a variable (but specified) time horihave a role similar to that of interaction terms in regression. zon and produce estimates of survival in ICU [20, 21] ,
The main difference is that the nature of these interaction success of angioplasty [22] [23] [24] , and functional outcomes for terms is not explicit, and therefore not amenable to interpatients in rehabilitation facilities [25] .
pretation. Examples of other models, in which the time horizon is open, include survival with primary cancer of the lung [17], mortality after myocardial infarction [26] , outcomes of epilepsy surgery [27] , early and late complications of stents [28] , in-hospital pneumonia mortality [29] , and in-hospital death due to alcoholic liver disease [30] . 4 Polichotomous logistic regression can deal with multiple categories ,  FIG. 5 . Single-point estimate neural network model that predicts but their use has been very limited in medicine. They are not particularly useful in survival analysis.
the development of coronary heart disease (CHD) at time t a .
Neural networks are nonparametric models that are espe-
Single-Point Models cially useful in situations where modeling of nonlinear
There are several ways to build neural networks for surrelationships (or classification of nonlinearly separable vival analysis. A simple way is to build single-point models, data) are necessary. Although there seem to be actually in which predictions within a specified period are modeled, few problems in medicine that require such a capability, as explained in the previous section (e.g., survival within 1 there is no way to know in advance whether a classification year of surgery). Single-point neural network models are problem contains data that are linearly separable in the simple and efficient in situations where we are only interprediction variable. Neural networks have been used for ested in prognoses at a specified time limit. In cancer studies, medical diagnosis in the past two decades, but their use it is customary to report survival rates within 5 years of for prognosis has been more limited. The backpropagation treatment. In public health studies involving the development algorithm [35] has been used extensively to estimate paramof certain diseases or conditions, it may be interesting to eters in neural networks, but several other algorithms exist.
look at event occurrence within 10 years. If that is the case, Some authors have compared neural networks to several a simple network can be constructed, as illustrated in Fig. 5 . statistical classification methods and outlined the similarAn aggregate neural network that produces multiple-point ities in scope and purpose of neural networks and logistic estimates of survival, such as the one shown in Fig. 6 , can regression models [36] . In exchange for their flexibility in be used to produce survival curves (analogous to aggregating several logistic regression models). This network, however, classification of nonlinearly separable data, neural netis not able to use predictions for a given interval to enhance works present the disadvantage of easily overfitting the predictions for another interval, unless explicit weights are training data, a feature that translates into poor predictive built among the outputs. ability with regard to previously unseen cases. It is actually
Utilizing aggregates of single-point estimates to predict precisely because certain architectures of neural networks individual survival and to delineate patterns of disease proare so flexible that they overfit (or memorize) the training gression may yield spurious results, including nonmonotonic data! Although some strategies exist to avoid overfitting, survival estimates, as illustrated in Fig. 7 . some involve the use of part of the training set for "tuning" Spurious curves are created, among other reasons, because the networks, leaving fewer cases for the parameter estimapredictions tend to be less accurate in certain intervals [41], tion. Therefore, neural networks can produce results that and no provisions for accounting for dependency among the are better, the same, or worse than other models such as single-point estimates are made in the isolated models. logistic regression. Furthermore, because these models are Some examples of single-point models that are found in complex, their interpretation is severely impaired, and they the medical literature have addressed: valve-related compliare often considered to be "black boxes." Because it is not cations in heart disease [42] , adequacy of admission to the possible to determine which model (e.g., logistic regrespsychiatry ward [43] , outcomes of liver transplantation [44-sion, neural network) will be best for a given data set, it is recommended that all of them be tried in case interpretability of the resulting model is not a priority.
A few applications of neural networks that model survival as a continuous outcome exist: prediction of length of stay in hospital in the ICU setting [37, 38] , length of stay for treatment of rib fracture [39], length of stay in a rehabilitation facility [31] , length of stay in acute pancreatitis [40] , and hemorrhagic blood loss in experimental surgery [32] . Most of these applications did not compare results with analogous and simpler linear or quadratic regression models. This type of model is not popular be-
FIG. 6.
Single-point estimate models make prognosis of coronary cause it is less related to survival analysis models such as heart disease (CHD) at times t a and t b . A more compact neural network with multiple output nodes is equivalent to an aggregate of singlethe ones presented before, in which the dichotomous conpoint models. The compact network, however, requires a complete cept of failure (or death) is fully incorporated. We describe follow-up for a case and cannot handle censored data (for example, next neural network models that have been more widely a case that has been followed only until t a cannot be used in the training set).
applied.
allows the construction of survival curves if necessary. It has the advantage of being very simple, since a single network models makes predictions for all intervals. It involves considerable preprocessing of data, with selective duplication of cases that have longer survival. For example, if patient A lives 5 years and patient B lives 1 year, the input data set may contain five copies of patient A (one for year 1, one for year 2, etc.), but only one copy of patient B. Ravdin has developed a method to account for this bias in the final prediction. This architecture uses a single model to map inputs to outputs (patient features to predictions of survival). The quality of predictions for different time points varies according to the number of cases with a long enough followup and the distribution of cases for a specific time point. This network makes a single universal model to make predictions for all intervals and shares some of the problems outlined above for models based on aggregates of singlepoint estimates.
FIG. 7. Survival curve resulting from aggregates of single-point
Multiple-Point Models
neural networks for prognosis. Combination of isolated predictions from these networks may lead to nonmonotonic survival curves. Note
As we discussed previously, if predictions for several that this architecture can handle censored data.
intervals are sought, a simple aggregation of networks can produce unrealistic estimates. It is therefore desirable to build networks that can account for dependencies in several 49], outcomes of cancer [19, 46, [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] , failure to survive following cardiopulmonary resuscitation [61] , survival after [39, 62] , assessment of the adequacy of weaning patients from ventilators [33] , survival with AIDS [16], survival without coronary heart disease [63], mortality and ambulation status after spinal cord injury [25] , success of in vitro fertilization [64] , and development of certain personality traits [65] .
The work of Ravdin [66] , in which time is considered an input variable, and variable values for individuals in different time points are provided as inputs, is an example of how time can be represented in neural networks (see Fig. 8 ). It In sequential of coronary heart disease (CHD). In the training set, patient information at each known time interval t n is entered. The input node "t" represents neural networks, dependencies among time point predictions are explicitly represented, resulting in monotonic survival curves. In this example, the time elapsed until that interval. For new patients, the desired time for prediction is entered, and the network produces the prognosis for predictions for year 3 are entered in the model that predicts survival in year 4. This architecture can handle censored data. that period. This architecture can handle censored data.
intervals. The recognition of patterns of disease progression comparison of all models in the same data set has not been can be made by neural networks that take into account dereported, although there has been increased interest in using pendencies among output variables. A combination of neural neural networks for prognostic tasks using real data sets. networks [41] was used to obtain monotonic survival curves A few of these reports contain some form of comparative in prognostic tasks such as survival with AIDS [16] , and evaluation involving neural networks and more traditional survival without coronary heart disease [63] . In this system, models. The fields of application have been varied, and shown schematically in Fig. 9 , predictions from time t a can results highly dependent on the quality of training data and be improved if predictions on time t b are provided as inputs, evaluation methods used. The variety of results indicate that and so on. A temporal pattern can be delineated this way.
indeed there are no theoretical justifications to choose one Sequential neural network systems are constructed incremethod over the other, especially when interpretability is mentally. In each step of the sequence, predictions for one not at stake. time point are produced by a neural network. These predicNeural networks have been shown to perform better than tions are passed forward to other networks in the system. other models in predicting: survival after surgery for nonOne or more networks may provide predictions that become small cell lung carcinoma [56] , development of coronary inputs for other networks in the sequence. The result is a heart disease [15], hemorrhagic blood loss [32] , survival, chain or a hierarchy of neural networks, as illustrated in cost, length of stay in a rehabilitation facility [31] , death in Fig. 9 .
ICU [21] , breast cancer survival (vs a histology-based system) [67] , and colon cancer survival [68] . In other experiments, neural networks showed no advantage over other models in predicting: breast cancer survival [69] , ovarian 6. WHICH MODEL IS BEST?
cancer survival [19] , breast cancer recurrence [66] , in-hospital pneumonia mortality [29] , coronary artery bypass graft surgery success [22] , and in-hospital death due to alcoholic We summarize in Table 1 the main features of using liver disease [30] . single-point versus multiple-point models, and where each regression or neural network model fits. Extensive empirical
In analyzing the results from the studies mentioned above, 
